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CONSTRUCTIVE CHALLENGE 

WORKSHOP WORKSHOP WORKSHOP WORKSHOP OVERVIEWOVERVIEWOVERVIEWOVERVIEW    

 

Definition of Constructive ChallenDefinition of Constructive ChallenDefinition of Constructive ChallenDefinition of Constructive Challengegegege: Strengthening the engagement, clarity and honesty of our 

interactions so that we challenge ourselves, each other, and the current thinking of the 

organisation for improved innovation, collaboration and business outcomes. 

 

 

Welcome to Constructive Challenge: Challenging ourselves, each other and the status quo. In 

today’s fast paced, highly competitive working environment there is something that “stands in the 

way” of people in organisations sharing their opinions and concerns; something that stops people 

from having the honest conversations that lead to: 

 Collaboration, not just compliance; 

 Optimal decisions instead of fast, easy ones; 

 Solid resolutions instead of issue avoidance; and 

 Innovation instead of status quo. 

Too often “the loudest voices” are the ones heard, while those with innovative thinking or 

important input on decisions are either not speaking up, or are silenced by the power of the way 

things are discussed and decided. 

The Constructive ChallengeConstructive ChallengeConstructive ChallengeConstructive Challenge process is designed to enable people at every level to stay engaged 

and operate “in the Arena” with a collective voice where innovative solutions and commitment are 

developed and optimised. 

In the Constructive Challenge workshop, you will develop the skills, confidence and courage to 

embrace the tension inherent in important dialogues and generate the kinds of results and 

collaboration needed for real success. 

ChallengesChallengesChallengesChallenges: 
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WORKSHOP OUTCOMESWORKSHOP OUTCOMESWORKSHOP OUTCOMESWORKSHOP OUTCOMES    

Through a highly interactive, experiential learning process,Through a highly interactive, experiential learning process,Through a highly interactive, experiential learning process,Through a highly interactive, experiential learning process,    participants will learn tools toparticipants will learn tools toparticipants will learn tools toparticipants will learn tools to: 

 Fully engage themselves and others in discussions; 

 Build a common framework and language for challenging themselves, each other and the 

status quo that reflect the stated values of the organisation; 

 Face issues directly with honesty and respect; 

 Ask insightful, thought-provoking questions that get “below the surface” to a deeper 

understanding and uncover opportunities for innovation; 

 Leverage the inevitable tension and pressure inherent in challenging situations to drive 

more creative outcomes and decisions instead of defaulting to comfort zones; 

 Set aside defensiveness and personal agendas that can disrupt collaboration; and 

 Shift perspectives that are stuck. 

What participants can expect from the workshopWhat participants can expect from the workshopWhat participants can expect from the workshopWhat participants can expect from the workshop: 

A variety of customised practices and exercises that explore your instincts and strengthen your 

skills for “Staying in the Arena” of Constructive Challenge. 

These include: 

 Small group exercises, debriefing and transfer of learnings to real life issue(s) 

 Individual practices, coaching and feedback 

 Individual profile of communication style when calm and when challenged 
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CONSTRUCTIVE CHALLENGE 

RANKING EXERCISERANKING EXERCISERANKING EXERCISERANKING EXERCISE    

 

 

SELF RANKING:  WHY? (One or two reasons for your choice) 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

 

GROUP RANKING:  WHY? (One or two reasons for your choice) 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   
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DISCUSSION: RANKING EXERCISEDISCUSSION: RANKING EXERCISEDISCUSSION: RANKING EXERCISEDISCUSSION: RANKING EXERCISE    

1. Circle the number that best describes your level of engagement in the group 

discussion/decision: 

 

 

 

 If you were in the 1-3 range: Why was that? 

 If you were in the 4-6 range: What behaviours best describe how you interacted? 

 If you were in the 7-10 range: What made you want to control the discussion? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Which of the following best describes what you noticed about the engagement of others 

in your group in making this decision? 

 “I focused on the task rather than how engaged others were.” 

 “I was aware of the participation of others in my group.” 

 “I noticed if people seemed too quiet or if they were dominating, but I didn’t address 

it.” 

 “I intentionally tried to influence the participation of others by asking them for their 

thoughts and input.” 
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THE ARENA METRE FOR CONSTRUCTIVE CHALLENGETHE ARENA METRE FOR CONSTRUCTIVE CHALLENGETHE ARENA METRE FOR CONSTRUCTIVE CHALLENGETHE ARENA METRE FOR CONSTRUCTIVE CHALLENGE    

 

 

NOTES: 
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UNDERSTAND AND DEALING WITH TENSIONUNDERSTAND AND DEALING WITH TENSIONUNDERSTAND AND DEALING WITH TENSIONUNDERSTAND AND DEALING WITH TENSION    

About the ExerciseAbout the ExerciseAbout the ExerciseAbout the Exercise: 

We have all been there. You are in a very challenging situation. You feel uncomfortable, and you 

know the risk is high. Tension rises. Tension means there is risk, a chance for real loss or harm, so 

our body kicks in. 

There is a physiological response to this tension — we call it “Fight or Flight.” Our bodies are 

genetically wired to protect us from harm, and the Fight or Flight response actually occurs in the 

area of the brain called the hypothalamus — which, when stimulated, initiates a series of nerve 

firings and chemical responses that prepares our body to deal with the danger. 

DirectionsDirectionsDirectionsDirections: 

1. Identify your current sources of tension, your typical reactions, and the impact on your ability 

to operate in the Constructive Challenge Arena What are your tension triggers? 

  

 

  

 

  

 

2. How does your body react to perceived danger (i.e., heart beats faster, sweaty palms, etc.)? 

  

 

  

 

  

 

3. When you are triggered — what do others see and how may they interpret it? 
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THE FIVE NORMS AND SKILLSTHE FIVE NORMS AND SKILLSTHE FIVE NORMS AND SKILLSTHE FIVE NORMS AND SKILLS    

    EngageEngageEngageEngage    FullyFullyFullyFully    

 Physically 

 Mentally, emotionally 

    Speak Speak Speak Speak HonestlyHonestlyHonestlyHonestly    withwithwithwith    RespectRespectRespectRespect    

 Be clear and concise 

 Own it with “I” statements and conviction 

  Minimize explanations, Focus on the issue, not the person 

    Listen IntentionallyListen IntentionallyListen IntentionallyListen Intentionally    

 Listen to understand, not to reply 

 Acknowledge to build respect, it doesn’t mean you agree 

 Clarify what silence means, don’t assume agreement 

 Summarise agreements, decisions and commitments to check clarity 

    Shape/Shift PerspectivesShape/Shift PerspectivesShape/Shift PerspectivesShape/Shift Perspectives    

 Frame points of view briefly and compellingly 

 Seek new ways of looking at things- Shift Perspectives 

 Focus on outcomes 

    Dig Deep for InformationDig Deep for InformationDig Deep for InformationDig Deep for Information    

 Ask unexpected questions that get “below the surface” 

 Dig deep for insights, not just quick answers 

 Discover Needs 
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SHOW UP SHOW UP SHOW UP SHOW UP ––––    Engage FullyEngage FullyEngage FullyEngage Fully    

 Physically 

 Mentally 

 Emotionally 

 

 

 

 

 

10 Behaviours for Engagement vs. Disengagement 

 In vs. Out 

1. Shows up ready to add value 1. Shows up defensive and “armoured up” 

2. Focused, “in the moment” 2. Easily distracted; multi-tasks 

3. Clear and concise 3. Unclear, rambles 

4. Compelling and memorable with stories 

and data 

4. Forgettable 

5. Digs deep with questions to understand 5. Asks few questions; not very curious 

6. Honest, direct 6. Vague, general 

7. “Stays with it” when it gets uncomfortable 

and challenging 

7. Checks out; smooths overs; checks email 

8. Open to different perspectives 8. Rigid in thinking 

9. Insightful and innovative thinker 9. Sticks with status quo and quick, efficient 

solutions 

10. Intentional listener who acknowledges, 

clarifies and summarises 

10. Impatiently listens to reply, not to 

understand 
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SPEAK UP SPEAK UP SPEAK UP SPEAK UP ––––    Speak Honestly with RespectSpeak Honestly with RespectSpeak Honestly with RespectSpeak Honestly with Respect    

 Be clear and concise 

 Own it with “I” statements and conviction 

 “Aim for a 5” with respect and tone of voice 

 Focus on the issue, not the person 

 Use the “Rule of Three” to show conviction 

 Minimise explanations that dilute your message 

 Eliminate Qualifiers 
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LISTEN UP LISTEN UP LISTEN UP LISTEN UP ––––    Listen IntentionallyListen IntentionallyListen IntentionallyListen Intentionally    

 Listen to understand, not to reply 

 Listen with all of your senses 

 Acknowledge to build respect, it doesn’t mean you agree 

 Check for Understanding 

- Repeat 

- Rephrase 

- Voice the area of concern 

 Clarify what silence means, don’t assume agreement 

 Summarise agreements, decisions and commitments to check clarity 

 

NOTES: 
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FRAME IT UP FRAME IT UP FRAME IT UP FRAME IT UP ––––    Shape/Shift PerspectivesShape/Shift PerspectivesShape/Shift PerspectivesShape/Shift Perspectives    

 Seek new ways of looking at things 

 Shift perspectives 

 Frame points of view briefly and compellingly 

 Focus on outcomes 

 Short, easily repeatable 

 Leverage words, tone of voice and body language 

 

FRAMING YOUR IDEAS 

People engage when you…People engage when you…People engage when you…People engage when you…    People disengage when you…People disengage when you…People disengage when you…People disengage when you…    

 Use a short compelling example, story, or 

metaphor to illustrate your point 

 Use numbers or data that have no meaning 

to them 

 Speak briefly  Over-explain, over-justify, over-defend 

your idea 

 Pick up to 3 relevant data point that 

highlight your point 

 Use too much data as justification 

 Paint a verbal picture as to “why it matters 

to them” 

 Focus only on why it matters to you 

 

 

NOTES: 
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STRIKER QUESTIONSSTRIKER QUESTIONSSTRIKER QUESTIONSSTRIKER QUESTIONS    

Striker Questions uncover underlying needs, goals and objectives. They enable a person to view 

the situation in a new light and from a new perspective. Their intent is to create “Aha!” moments 

for all involved, and to surface underlying needs to expand the value discussion and co-create the 

optimal solution. 

STRIKER QUESTION EXAMPLES 

ValidateValidateValidateValidate: 

Ask the person to articulate or 

quantify what he/she is trying to 

achieve and why. 

 

ChallengeChallengeChallengeChallenge: 

Provide a reality-check by 

confronting others with market 

data, benchmarks, etc. 

 

ShockShockShockShock: 

Explore the “worst-case scenario” 

by asking questions about possible 

outcomes. 

 

RankRankRankRank: 

Identify, prioritise and organise the 

complete list of needs. 

 

CompareCompareCompareCompare: 

Analyse the resulting hierarchy of 

values by comparing and 

contrasting X to Y. 

 

FuturizeFuturizeFuturizeFuturize: 

Hypothesise the ideal results and 

the effects it will have. 
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DISCUSSION: SHIFTING PERSPECTIVESDISCUSSION: SHIFTING PERSPECTIVESDISCUSSION: SHIFTING PERSPECTIVESDISCUSSION: SHIFTING PERSPECTIVES    

About the DiscussionAbout the DiscussionAbout the DiscussionAbout the Discussion: 

Your facilitator will share several examples of how to effectively “frame up” a perspective. 

 

 

NOTES: 
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GENERATE NEEDSGENERATE NEEDSGENERATE NEEDSGENERATE NEEDS    

Identifying, prioritising and gaining agreement on the depth and breadth of needs are key to 

creating value in today’s face-paced world.  

People talk in wants, such as a lower price, faster delivery or more services. It is critical to get to 

the underlying needs to satisfy both the short- and long-term needs of others.  

WantsWantsWantsWants...  

These are the “WhatWhatWhatWhat” the customer wants:  

 Lie on the surface of the discussion  

 Are specific, measurable, and easily communicated  

 Greatly narrow the range of positive outcomes  

However, to co create the optimal solution you have to get to the “why” beneath the “what.” Once 

you discover why others want a lower price, or faster delivery, or more services, you have the 

opportunity to provide creative solutions that meet the underlying needs—and thus focus on 

achieving desired outcomes.  

NeedsNeedsNeedsNeeds...  

These get at the “WhyWhyWhyWhy” behind the What:  

 Lie beneath the surface of the discussion  

 Are general, subjective, intuitive or vague  

 Greatly expand the range of innovative outcomes  

Needs fall into three categories: business, technical and personal. High-performing salespeople 

know that to be truly effective, they must take the time to explore all three areas of needs before 

recommending a solution.  

Unknown NeedsUnknown NeedsUnknown NeedsUnknown Needs...  

These are the needs that, when uncovered, lead to even greater value creation, and help to create 

true differentiation from other options the customer is considering. Unknown Needs include:  

 UndiscoveredUndiscoveredUndiscoveredUndiscovered Needs that others don’t know they have. 

 UnconsideredUnconsideredUnconsideredUnconsidered Needs that others know they have but didn’t know you could help them 

satisfy. 

 UnderappreciatedUnderappreciatedUnderappreciatedUnderappreciated Needs that others underappreciate how they might affect his/her 

business or person outcomes. 
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OPEN IT UP OPEN IT UP OPEN IT UP OPEN IT UP ––––    Dig Deep for InformationDig Deep for InformationDig Deep for InformationDig Deep for Information    

 Ask Striker Questions that get “below the surface” 

 Dig deep for insights, not just quick resolution 

 Ask unexpected questions 

 Focus on discovering and prioritizing needs 

 Explore both business and personal needs 

 Get to the “Why” beneath the “What” 
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APPLICATION GUIDE: USING THE SKILLSAPPLICATION GUIDE: USING THE SKILLSAPPLICATION GUIDE: USING THE SKILLSAPPLICATION GUIDE: USING THE SKILLS    

 CHALLENGE MYSELF CHALLENGE OTHERS/ 

STATUS QUO 

THE ARENATHE ARENATHE ARENATHE ARENA    

Expect tension 

  

 

Physically, mentally, 

emotionally 

  

 

Honest, respectful 

  

 

Understand, not respond 

  

 

Shape/Shift perspectives 

  

 

Dig deep for information 
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NOTESNOTESNOTESNOTES    
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NOTESNOTESNOTESNOTES    
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NOTESNOTESNOTESNOTES    
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